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Network Security Through Data Analysis: Building Situational AwarenessO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Traditional intrusion detection and logfile analysis are no longer enough to protect today’s complex networks. In this practical guide, security researcher Michael Collins shows you several techniques and tools for collecting and analyzing network traffic datasets. You’ll understand how your network is used, and what...
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Game Programming Using QTPackt Publishing, 2016

	A complete guide to designing and building fun games with Qt and Qt Quick 2 using associated toolsets


	About This Book

	
		Learn to create simple 2D to complex 3D graphics and games using all possible tools and widgets available for game development in Qt
	
		Understand technologies such as QML,...
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Think Better: An Innovator's Guide to Productive Thinking (Management & Leadership)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	There are thousands of books about thinking. But there are very few books that provide clear how-to information that can actually help you think better.


	Think Better is about Productive Thinking â€• why it’s important, how it works, and how to use it at work, at home, and at play. Productive Thinking is a...
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C++ Without Fear: A Beginner's Guide That Makes You Feel SmartPrentice Hall, 2015

	If you’ve always wanted to learn how to program a computer, or to learn the widely used C++ programming language in particular, C++ Without Fear, Second Edition, offers...
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A Computational Introduction to Number Theory and AlgebraCambridge University Press, 2005
"This is an outstanding and well-written book whose aim is to introduce the reader to a broad range of material -- ranging from basic to relatively advanced -- without requiring any prior knowledge on the part of the reader other than calculus and mathematical maturity. That the book succeeds at this goal is quite an accomplishment! ...this...
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Introduction to Random Signals and NoiseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Random signals and noise are present in many engineering systems and networks. Signal processing techniques allow engineers to distinguish between useful signals in audio, video or communication equipment, and interference, which disturbs the desired signal.    

    With a strong mathematical grounding, this text...
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Best Practice in Labour and Delivery (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2009
An understanding of when and how to intervene is the key to good obstetric care. This textbook is an encompassing reference covering all the essential information relating to childbirth; it offers clear practical guidance on all aspects of labour and delivery. Written by well-known leading experts, each chapter offers a modern authoritative...
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The Inferior ColliculusSpringer, 2005


	The purpose of this volume is twofold. First, it offers an in-depth analysis of

	current approaches and issues in the study of the auditory system. By concentrating

	on one structure, the inferior colliculus, a focused and coherent treatment

	of many aspects of auditory neural processing is possible. The position of the

	inferior...
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Modern Tools for the Synthesis of Complex Bioactive MoleculesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	All the latest tools needed to plan and perform the synthesis of complex bioactive molecules


	Focusing on organic, organometallic, and bio-oriented processes, this book explores the impact and use of the latest synthetic tools for the synthesis of complex biologically active compounds. Readers will discover step by step how...
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NLTK EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build cool NLP and machine learning applications using NLTK and other Python libraries


	About This Book

	
		Extract information from unstructured data using NLTK to solve NLP problems
	
		Analyse linguistic structures in text and learn the concept of semantic analysis and parsing
	...
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Statistical Approach to Quantum Field Theory: An Introduction (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2012

	Over the past few decades the powerful methods of statistical physics and Euclidean quantum field theory have moved closer together, with common tools based on the use of path integrals. The interpretation of Euclidean field theories as particular systems of statistical physics has opened up new avenues for understanding strongly coupled...
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Advanced Quantitative Finance with C++Packt Publishing, 2014

	Create and implement mathematical models in C++ using Quantitative Finance


	About This Book

	
		Describes the key mathematical models used for price equity, currency, interest rates, and credit derivatives
	
		The complex models are explained step-by-step along with a flow chart of every...
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